
WEEK 5
Aims: to bring the things we have worked on over the last few weeks together. So far we have
worked on:

● Changes of height and pace
● Changes of angles
● Variation through holding, delay and deception.
● Variation of short options

So these are all forms of variation. Melding them together and practising them so they
happen in a less structured format is important.

SESSION 1: SOLO
Trying to mix all the elements together. Now try to mix them together within the same
practice routines.

1. Freestyle solo and warm up.
• 5 minutes

2. Freestyle solo with more awareness now of the variation that you can use.
• Don’t just keep to one side or shot.
• 10 minutes

3. As we have done before: feed yourself a ball to hit straight, volley or bounce - FH and
BH.

• You might find yourself hitting mostly lengths. Or maybe not! It’s up to you. Try to hold, mix
shots and heights and paces all at once. If this is hard to do, then have an order in your head.
So you might say for example hold and straight drive, hold and lob, low kill - in your head.
However you do it, just make sure you don’t play the same shot more than two or three times.
No crosscourt on this one, stay straight.

• 10 minutes each side. Take breaks as you will be concentrating hard.

4. From the service box feed a high boast. Do anything off that.
• 5 minutes each side.

5. Big overhit feed from deep, to bounce off the back wall. Off that play your shot.
• Drop, boast, cross court, straight, lobs, holds etc.
• 10 minutes using both sides.

6. If you need more, do more freestyle to finish.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rg-0rXxNz_4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5IEqk_GVrk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B369O5TN6d0
https://youtu.be/M8QBI6NDg6k
https://youtu.be/ncrYt6LsBa0


SESSION 2: SOLO

1. Freestyle.
• Five minutes

2. Length hitting.
• Hitting the same shot, crosscourt or straight, but seeing how differently you can play

that same shot.
• 10 minutes mixing both sides

3. Stand around the service line. Feed yourself to play different front court nicks
and shots.

• Quite a speedy exercise.
• 10 minutes

4. Feed the ball off the side wall now cross-court - we’ve done it before.
• With the angle now look to play all the different shots.
• 10 minutes

5. Feed yourself a volley or bounce straight to midcourt.
• Practice all the different cross courts you can- nick, length, kill.
• 5 minutes each side.

6. Freestyle solo.
• Giving yourself more freedom to feed and hit anywhere.
• 10-15 minutes.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rg-0rXxNz_4
https://youtu.be/Ib0n3i-p8X8
https://youtu.be/fEW43hwEn0o
https://youtu.be/fEW43hwEn0o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5gvop7JkzEI
https://youtu.be/C7UrVeICz1c


SESSION 3: PAIRS
Much more game-based. We’ve done a lot of practice but it’s important to transfer
what we’ve done into game based work.

1. Freestyle knock up as usual.
• 5-10 minutes.

2. Down walls. Or alley game.
• Serve from in front of the midcourt line. Play the condition above or deeper than the

service line. Both players.
• Here you are restricted but that doesn’t mean there isn’t variations in the way you hit.
• 5-10 minutes each side.

3. Same again with the alley game but without the condition.
• You are restricted to no cross-courts, so again, this game challenges you to be

various within the restrictions.
• 5-10 minutes each side.

4. Serve normally. Return of serve goes to either side. Then the rally stays down
that wall.

• It can be switched to the other side only with the use of the lob.
• 5-10 minutes.

5. Serve normally again. Play normally, except the ball must always bounce within
the two alleys. No down the middle shots.

• 10 minutes.

6. Play without restrictions.

Through all these games keep your mind fully focused on what we are trying to do with
our variations. We know these are average games anyone can do. It’s how we do them
that matters. Maybe it helps if you can comment on each other (especially if you are
both invested in the themes of the course!), feedback can be a really helpful thing from
your practice partner. Even if it’s just commenting something back about how deceptive
a shot was, for example.



BONUS: SOLO - Ball skill development

1. Side to side volleys
• Start slowly to get lot of success and then look to increase the pace as you get more

confidence.
• 2.5 minutes.

2. Corner volleys
• Start slowly to get lot of success and then look to increase the pace as you get more

confidence.
• 2.5 minutes.

3. Straight drives before short line
• Start slowly to get lot of success and then look to increase the pace as you get more

confidence.
• Do for 2.5mins on each side of the court.

4. Volleys up and down the court
• Start slowly to get lot of success and even stay near the front of the court to keep the

ball going. If you can get all the way back and forward this will be ideal but keep a high
level of ball control.

• Do for 2.5mins on each side of the court.

5. Cross-court volleys
• Start slowly to get lot of success and then look to increase the pace as you get more

confidence.
• 2.5 minutes.

6. Figure of 8 volleys
• Start slowly to get lot of success and then look to increase the pace as you get more

confidence. Start on the bounce and move more if necessary.
• 2.5 minutes.

Continues on next page

https://squashskills.com/training/filter:solo/solo-ball-skill-development-with-james-willstrop-35mins/side-to-side-volleys-2383/
https://squashskills.com/training/filter:solo/solo-ball-skill-development-with-james-willstrop-35mins/corner-volleys-2382/
https://squashskills.com/training/filter:solo/solo-ball-skill-development-with-james-willstrop-35mins/solo-straight-drives-before-short-line-1955/
https://squashskills.com/training/filter:solo/solo-ball-skill-development-with-james-willstrop-35mins/solo-volleys-up-and-down-the-court-1946/
https://squashskills.com/training/filter:solo/solo-ball-skill-development-with-james-willstrop-35mins/solo-crosscourt-volleys-1943/
https://squashskills.com/training/filter:solo/solo-ball-skill-development-with-james-willstrop-35mins/solo-figure-of-8-volleys-1938/


7. Cross-court feed for straight volley drop
• A really great solo drill to work on the feel, touch and accuracy of the forehand volley

drop off a cross-court shot.
• 5 minutes.

8. Cross-court kills with no sidewall
• A good way to get your accuracy practised for this really effective shot. Also,

become aware of the different spins and cut to hit the ball to be effective.
• 5 minutes.

9. This is the time to practise the WINDMILL as James does so well in his game. Have
Fun!!!

• 2.5 minutes.

https://squashskills.com/training/filter:solo/solo-ball-skill-development-with-james-willstrop-35mins/solo-straight-volley-drop-1942/
https://squashskills.com/training/filter:solo/solo-ball-skill-development-with-james-willstrop-35mins/solo-crosscourt-kills-with-no-side-wall-1934/


BONUS: FITNESS - Intermediate bodyweight
strength session

Complete a thorough warm-up/mobilisation routine before you begin.

1. Lunge matrix
• Focus on controlling each step, visualising how you would move into that position in

a typical rally situation.
• Complete 3 sets through of the 20 Lunge Matrix reps, taking 60secs rest between

each.

2. Reverse lunge
• Make each lunge strong and stable, holding for a brief moment of complete stillness

at the bottom of the position each time. Gradually increase the speed/power into and
out of the movement, as you become stronger and more confident.

• Complete 3 sets through of 12 alternating lunges (6 each leg), taking 60secs rest
between each.

3. Stability lunge walk
• The 4 movements ascend in difficulty. If you particularly struggle with any of them,

stay and repeat the previous variation and only progress when you feel comfortable.
Aim to always complete 4 quality, controlled sets in every session.

• Complete 1 set of 12 reps of each of the 4 variants (or 2 lengths if working on court),
taking 60secs rest between each.

4. Bodyweight lunge
• Rather than keeping the lunges too flat and rigid, make it realistic by aiming to

replicate the speed and movement angle variability you'd experience in a typical rally
situation.

• Finish with 3 quick sets of 20 standard lunges, alternating legs on each rep (10 each
side). Take 60secs rest between each set.

https://squashskills.com/fitness/-/bodyweight-strength-4a/tbp-lugne-matrix-2416/
https://squashskills.com/fitness/-/bodyweight-strength-4a/reverse-lunge-3704/
https://squashskills.com/fitness/-/bodyweight-strength-4a/stability-lunges-best-of-1718/
https://squashskills.com/fitness/-/bodyweight-strength-4a/bodyweight-lunge-2009/

